VARIETIES  OF  DEVELOPMENT — LOVE AKD KATE
second   class   of   abnormalities),   the   conflict   to   which   their
continued existence gives  rise  is  apt  to  manifest  itself  most
prominently in one or more of the negative forms characteristic
of repression, rather than in any positive form indicative of the
original nature of the repressed desire1. Thus a fixation  (as it
is   now  usually called) of the love impulses on the parent of
the opposite sex may betray itself, on the positive  side,   in   a
relatively sublimated and asexual manner only—as in  a more
than usual degree of friendly  affection,   esteem  or  veneration
for, or in an abnormal degree of dependence on, the parent in
question; combined perhaps  with  an  unusually  strong  desire
for the presence of the loved parent, and a feeling of contentment
with life in the parent's home that leads to a relative want of
interest in persons  and  things  outside  it,  and   a  liability   to
home-sickness if compelled to be away from home or parent5.
The sexual nature of the (unconscious) source of  this  attitude
reveals itself however unmistakably in the negative aspects of
the conflict to which it gives rise.  Thus  a parent fixation  of
this kind may make   itself  felt   negatively  in   an   inability   to
direct love  freely  and   fully   upon  any other  person  of  the
same sex as the loved parent.    The normal process of falling
in love in adolescence or early maturity may fail to take place;
the persons concerned are content to live quietly at home with
their parents; if sexual relations are attempted, psychic impotence
or frigidity—relative  or  absolute—may  result3;   marriage  will
1	An   excellent    condensed   treatment   of  many   of   the   effects  of
incestuous  fixation  will  be  found  in  K.   Abraham's  "Die Stellung  der
Verwandtenehe  in  der Psychologic der Neurosen."   Jahrbttch Jur psycho-
analytische und psychopftthologischt ForscJwngen, 1909, I., no.
2	In a rather extreme case known to the writer a woman of about 35
had never been able to leave home without the most intense  feelings  of
sorrow and loneliness, which usually impelled her to  return  precipitately
after the absence of a day  or two.  In   childhood  she  could  seldom  be
induced to go more than a mile or so from her home unless accompanied
by her parents and in later life neurotic symptoms were developed which
effectually prevented her from living apart from her nearest relatives. As
was to be expected, analysis revealed a very strong  parent  fixation,   and
after treatment she was able to fill a responsible post in a town far removed
from the residence of her family.
* Cp.  M. Steiner,   "Die funktionelle Impotenz  des Mannes  und  ihre
Behandlung," 1913.
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